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Happy Friday, Villagers 
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Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs. 

Photo above Yacht at Sea sent by Ingrid Kreis 

Note: The Tips now has its own email address to forward ideas for
content.  
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Marin Transit is seeking feedback from all riders in the form of a short on-line
survey. The information gathered through the survey will assist the District in
the evaluation of our current fare assistance programs, and identification of the
benefits, challenges, and implications of providing further reductions to our
fares.  We want to ensure that adjustments to our fares and fare assistance
programs address the needs and concerns of our riders. The survey is open
from Wednesday, May 19 through June 2, 2021. 
  
As a token of appreciation riders completing the survey will have a chance to
win free monthly passes. 
  
The survey is available in English and Spanish languages and can be accessed
at Marin Transit Customer Fare Payment Survey. The survey will also be
posted on our website as well as Marin Transit Facebook and Twitter pages. 
  
We appreciate your support in helping the District to spread the word, and
sharing the survey information with your constituents. 
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win free monthly passes. 
  
The survey is available in English and Spanish languages and can be accessed
at Marin Transit Customer Fare Payment Survey. The survey will also be
posted on our website as well as Marin Transit Facebook and Twitter pages. 
  
We appreciate your support in helping the District to spread the word, and
sharing the survey information with your constituents.

Stay tuned! Mark your calendars! 

Santina is BACK! 
In the kitchen with Springtime ideas 
 Thu 05 / 27 / 2021 
5:00 PM to 6:00 PM 
More info to come
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Mill Valley filmmaker’s documentary keeps African American ranger’s
stories alive 

Carl Bidleman didn’t know what he was getting into when he and his “Bay Area
Open Roads” partner, longtime television journalist Doug McConnell, walked
into the Rosie the Riveter/World War II Home Front National Historical Park in
December 2013. All they knew was that the park and the Rosie the Riveter
Trust had a ranger they wanted to highlight, an African American woman who
became a ranger at age 85.
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After A Year Of Staying Close To Home, Travel
Has Become An Emotional Journey
When Jennie Larson finally became eligible to receive the COVID-19 vaccine,
she jumped into action and added three big events to her calendar: Her two
vaccine appointments and a trip to Atlanta, Georgia from her home in
Washington, D.C. Exactly two weeks and one day after receiving her
second Moderna shot, and thus fully immunized, she'll be boarding a plane for
the first time in over a year. "I have some loose plans to meet up with some
friends, but mostly I plan on a quick solo weekend trip just enjoying the fact that
I can travel again," she tells Refinery29. 

Photographer Reveals the Power of Perspective
With Playful Compositions
Many tourists use specific angles, scale, and depth to take funny photos next to
landmarks (think Leaning Tower of Pisa). However, photographer Lisbon-
based Hugo Suíssas uses forced perspective photography in his own unique
way. He creates images that turn ordinary landscapes and everyday objects
into playful compositions, each with a different narrative.
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Hummingbirds routinely hit 9Gs like it’s no big
deal
Their courtship flights bend the barriers of physics in nature.

*** 
For information about our programs, events,

emergency preparedness, and COVID
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resources, visit the continuously updated
Sausalito Village website.
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